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1. Introduction 
Much research has recently been done on restrictions of NP-complete graph 
problems to special classes of graphs (see e.g. [ 81). Similarly, from the be- 
ginning of the research on PSPACE-complete problems, there has been the 
tendency to consider various restrictions (see e.g. [ 4,5,9,11,12] ). In this paper 
we follow this line of research and consider two PSPACE-complete graph prob- 
lems, and look at their complexity when restricted to a number of important 
classes of perfect graphs, namely the split graphs, the interval graphs, and the 
bipartite graphs. 
The problems we consider come from two games, where two players alter- 
nately color the vertices of a graph. To be precise, we actually consider classes 
of games, where game-instances differ in details such as: the number of colors, 
and the graph where the game is played on, but not in the “basic rules”. 
The first game we consider is the SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME. In this 
game, a graph G = ( V, E), a linear ordering of G (i.e., a bijection f : V ---f 
{1,2,...,IU)), an ownership function of G (i.e., a function owner : V -+ 
{ 1,2}), and a finite set of colors C are given. The game is played with two 
players, 1 and 2, who always have full information. Until the game ends, the 
player who is the owner of the least-numbered, yet uncolored vertex ‘u must 
color 21 with a color from C that has not been given before to any vertex 
adjacent to w. I.e., player owner( 1) must color f-l (I), then player owner(2) 
must color f-l (2), etc. The game ends when a player is unable to color a 
vertex that he must color, or when all vertices are colored. In the first case, 
the player that must color a vertex 21 but is unable to do so, loses the game. 
In the other case, the player owning the last vertex f -’ (1 VI) wins the game. 
The SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME is similar, with the dif- 
ference that this time player 1 wins, if and only if the game ends when all 
vertices are colored. This game arises in the following, more or less practical 
situation. Suppose a number of jobs must be scheduled on a number of ma- 
chines, in a fixed order. There is a number of constraints of the type: “job i 
and job j may not be scheduled on the same machine”. The order, and the 
constraints are known in advance. However, not all jobs will be scheduled 
by the same algorithm: e.g. another machine or users will make scheduling 
decisions for some of the jobs. This situation can be modeled in a straightfor- 
ward way as an instance of the SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME 
(see [ 2]), and there exists an algorithm that makes sure that all jobs can be 
scheduled, if and only if there is a winning strategy for player 1 in this game 
instance. 
In this paper we consider the computational complexity of the following type 
of problems: given a game (instance) from a game (class), determine whether 
there is a winning strategy for player 1. We use the name of the game (class) 
to denote this problem. 
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SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME and SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION 
GAME are PSPACE-complete, even when there are exactly three colors (see 
Theorem 2.2). If there are two colors, then efficient polynomial-time algorithms 
exist for the problems. Also, if the linear ordering has bounded separation 
number, then the problems can be solved in polynomial time. (See [ 21. ) 
In [ 21 it was also observed that-when the restrictions on the problem 
remain true under insertion of isolated vertices-we equivalently may assume 
that players alternately color the vertices (i.e., owner(i) = i mod 2): insert 
between every pair of vertices that is owned by the same player a new isolated 
vertex owned by the other player. 
In this paper we consider the complexity of the problems, when the graph G 
is restricted to certain classes of perfect graphs. After some necessary definitions 
in Section 2, we consider split graphs in Section 3, interval graphs in Section 4, 
and bipartite graphs in Section 5. Some open problems are mentioned in 
Section 6. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give most of the definitions and notations used in this 
paper, and some preliminary results. 
Throughout this paper, n denotes the number of vertices in graph G = (V, E) 
and e denotes the number of edges in G. 
LetgraphG= (I/,E),linearorderingf:~/‘{l,2,...,n},setofcolorsC, 
and ownership function owner : V -+ { 1,2} be given. A partial coloring is a 
function co1 : { 1,. . . , i} + C for some i, 0 d i d n, and for all (v,w) E E, 
;/W(w) E {I,..., i}: col(f(u)) # col(f(w)). A partial coloring co1 : 
>-.*, i} -+ C is a total coloring, if i = n. We say that a partial coloring 
col: {l,...,i} + C is a winning position (or winning) for player c2 ((t’ = 1,2), 
if player Q has a winning strategy in the considered game, when started 
with all vertices j E {l,..., i} colored with color co/(j), and all vertices 
i+l,... , n uncolored. A color c is called a legitimate move from partial coloring 
col: {l,...,i} --+ C, if i + 1 d n, and there does not exist an edge (v, w ) E E, 
withf(v) E {l,..., i}, f(w) = i + 1, and col(f-’ (v)) = c. The color classes 
of a partial coloring co1 : { 1, . . . , i} -+ C, are the sets {f-‘(j) ] col(j) = c} c V 
for all colors c E C. 
For G = (V, E ), W G V, NC(W) denotes the set of neighbors of IV: 
{uEV]~WEW: (v,w)~E}. 
A perfect elimination ordering of a graph G = (V, E) is a linear ordering 
f:V+{l ,..., n}, such that for all ‘u,w,x: if f(u) < f(w) < f(x), and 
(v,w) E E, (v,x) E E, then (w,x) E E. (Not every graph has a perfect 
elimination ordering, e.g., no cycle with four or more vertices has a perfect 
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elimination ordering. Graphs that have a perfect elimination ordering are called 
chordal or triangulated. See e.g. [ 71. ) 
A graph G = (V, E) is called a split graph, if V can be partitioned into two 
sets VI, V2, with VI an independent set (i.e., Vu,w E VI: (v,w) @E), and V2 
a clique (VU, w E V2: (‘u, w ) E E ). We call VI the independent set of G, and 
V2 the clique of G. Split graphs have perfect elimination orderings. 
A graph G = (V, E) is bipartite, if I/ can be partitioned into two disjoint 
independent sets VI, V2, called the color classes of G (hence every edge has 
one endpoint in V, and one endpoint in V2). 
A graph G = (V, E) is an interval graph, if one can associate with each 
vertex w E V an interval [ bv, e, ] C R, such that for all v, w E V, Y # w: 
(v, w ) E E H [b,, e, ] n [b,, e, ] # 8. Interval graphs have perfect elimination 
orderings. A very natural one is to order the vertices with respect to the right 
endpoints of the associated intervals. 
More on split graphs, interval graphs, and other classes of perfect graphs can 
be found in [3,7]. 
Observation 2.1. Let G be a class of two player perfect information games 
without draws. Let 6* be the class of games obtained from 6 by interchanging 
the roles of the two players. If G is hard for a class of problems X, then G* is 
hard for the class co-X. 
In particular, if 6 = 6*, and G is NP-hard, then it is also co-NP-hard. 
Theorem 2.2 (Bodlaender [2]). SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME and SEQUEN- 
TIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME with threecolors arePSPACE-complete. 
Proof. Clearly the problems are in PSPACE. To show PSPACE-hardness, we 
use a transformation from QUANTIFIED 3-SATISFIABILITY (cf. [6]). 
Let a formula 
F = 3xlVx23x3.. . ~x,_~Yx,F~ 
be given, where FO is a boolean expression over x1,. . . , xn in conjunctive 
normal form with three literals per clause. Denote the set of clauses in FO by 
c = {Cl,&..., c,}. If literal li appears in clause cj, then we write li E cj. 
We use the same transformation for both games. Let G = (V, E) be the 
graph, defined by 
V = {true,false,X,xl,xl,x2,X2 ,..., xn,Xn,cl,c2 ,..., cm,d}, 
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E = {(true, false), (true, X), (false, X)} 
U{(X,Xi) 1 1 < i Q n}U{(X,xi) 1 1 < i < ?Z} 
U{(l,Ci) 11 < i Q tT2, 1 E Ci, 1 E {Xl ,..., Xn,X1 ,..., X,}} 
U { (Xi,sSi 1 1 < i < tZ} U {(falSe,Ci) 1 1 < i < WZ} 
U { (cj,d) 1 1 < i < m} U { (false,d), (X,d)}. 
Let f be the linear ordering of G, given by f (true) = 1, f (false) = 2, 
f(X) = 3, f (Xi) = i + 3, (1 < i d FZ), f (Xi) = i + 12 + 3, (1 < i d n), 
f(Ci)=i+2n+3,(1gidm),andf(d)=m+2n+4.Letplayerlown 
all vertices xi with i odd and vertex d. Let player 2 own all other vertices. 
We claim that player 1 has a winning strategy, both in the SEQUENTIAL COL- 
ORING GAME, as in the SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, when 
played on G with the above described ordering f and ownership, if and only 
if F is true. The theorem then follows by observing that the transformation 
from F to the game instance can be carried out in logarithmic working space. 
First note that vertices true, false, and X must get different colors. We call 
the color given to true “true”, the color given to false “false”, and the color, 
given to X “X”. Note that vertices Xi, and Xi must be colored with true or 
false, and Xi must be colored with a different color as x1, hence Xi is colored 
true, if Xi is colored false, and vice versa. 
First, suppose F is true. Player 1 then has a strategy to color the vertices xi 
(i odd) in such a way, that each clause c, E C will contain a variable that is 
colored true. (Color a vertex with the truth-value in the truth assignment hat 
satisfies Fo.) It follows that player 2 must color all vertices cI with X, as they 
are adjacent to a vertex colored true, and to false. Player 1 then colors d with 
true, and wins the game. 
Finally, suppose F is false. Player 2 now has a strategy, such that at least 
one clause contains only variables that are colored false. Then he colors 
the corresponding clause node true. Player 1 cannot color d and loses the 
game. 0 
3. Split graphs 
In this section we consider the SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME and the SE- 
QUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME on split graphs. We show NP- 
hardness and co-NP-hardness of the problems, even when the linear ordering 
is such that first all vertices in the “independent set” must be colored, and 
then all vertices in the “clique”. In all but one case, we may assume that one 
player owns all vertices in the independent set and the other player owns all 
vertices in the clique. 
We use a transformation from the following problem: 
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PERFECT COLORING OF Q-REGULAR GRAPHS 
Instance: 3-Regular graph G = (V, E ). 
Question: Is there a coloring f : V + { 1,2,3,4} of G with four 
colors, such that for all ‘u E I/: f ({u} u NC (v ) ) = { 1,2,3,4}? 
In other words, in a perfect coloring, for each vertex II, each color appears 
exactly once in the set of colors given to %r and its neighbors. Van Leeuwen et 
al. showed that PERFECT COLORING OF 3REGULAR GRAPHS is NP-complete. 
Theorem 3.1. The SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME on split graphs is NP-hard, 
even when first every vertex in the independent set and then every vertex in 
the clique appears in the linear ordering, and player 1 owns every vertex in the 
independent set, and player 2 owns every vertex in the clique. 
Proof. To show NP-hardness, we use a transformation from the PERFECT 
COLORING OF 3-REGULAR GRAPHS problem. Let G = ( V, E) be a 3-regular 
graph. W.1.o.g. suppose that n b 6. 
Now construct a split graph G’ = (V’, E’) as follows. Let l” = V, U I$, 
with E = {Vi 1 %r E V}, i = 1,2. Let E’ = {(‘u~,ILQ) 1 (u,w) E E or 
21 = w> u {(212,w2) / 7)2,W2 E 6, v2 # w2}. Let f be an arbitrary linear 
ordering on G. Now let f’ be the linear ordering on G’, with for all 21 E I’: 
f’(v) = f(v), f’(~2) = n + f(v). 
Let owner(vi) = i, for all ‘u E V, i = 1,2. 
We now claim that there is a winning strategy for player 1 in the SEQUENTIAL 
COLORING GAME played on G’ with linear ordering f’, ownership function as 
defined above, and with n + 3 colors, if and only if G has a perfect coloring 
(with four colors). 
Note that player 1 has a winning strategy, if and only if there is a partial 
coloring of Vi, such that there is no proper coloring of G’ with n + 3 colors, 
containing that coloring. For when such a coloring exists, then player 1 colors 
Vi with that coloring, and player 2 will be unable to color all vertices in VI 
and loses, otherwise player 2 is able to color all vertices in V2 and wins. 
Suppose G has a perfect coloring co1 : V --+ { 1,2,3,4}. Then player 1 colors 
Vi in the same way: color v1 with cof (u ) for all u1 E Vi. Now every vertex 
u2 E V2 is adjacent to a vertex with color i, for each i E { 1,2,3,4}. So player 
2 has only n + 3 - 4 colors available to color the clique 5. This is impossible 
because 1 V,l = n, hence player 1 wins. 
Now suppose G has no perfect coloring. We consider four different cases. 
Case 1. Player 1 used at most three different colors to color the vertices of 
VI. There are at least n other colors, so player 2 can use these to color the 
vertices of V2. 
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Case 2. Player 1 used exactly four different colors to color the vertices in 
VI, say cl, c2, c3, c4. Then at least one vertex 212 E V2 is not adjacent to a vertex 
with color c E {ct , ~2, ~3, cd}, because otherwise the partial coloring of Vt would 
imply a perfect coloring of G. The partial coloring of VI can now be extended 
to a total coloring of G’, by giving color c to 212, and using the other y1 - 1 
colors to color the other vertices of V2. 
Case 3. Player 1 used 4 < k < n colors to color the vertices of Vi. We prove 
by induction to k, starting with k = 4, that any k-coloring of Vt is contained 
in a (II + 3)-coloring of G’, if 4 < k < n holds. The case that k = 4 is dealt 
with in Case 2. 
Suppose the assertion is true for k z 4, k < n - 1. Let C’ be a partial 
(k + l)-coloring of Vt with color classes It, 12,. . . , I,+,. W.1.o.g. suppose that 
1111 6 1121 < ... < jzk+ll. Hence IZt] Q n/(k + 1). Let c’: VI -+ {l,...,k} be 
the partial k-coloring of VI, defined by c’(v) = 1, if C’(V) = 1 or i;‘(v) = 2; 
and c’(v) = c’(v) - 1 otherwise. By induction hypothesis, there is a (n + 3)- 
coloringc:~UV2+{1,...,n+3},containingc’. 
Now note that 1111 $ n/(k + 1) implies that ]iV~(Z1)1 d 4n/(k + l), 
since any vertex of Vr has degree four. As 4n/ (k + 1) < n + 3 - k for 
4 < k < n - 1, it follows that there is at least one color u that does not belong 
to c ( Vt ) U c ( NQ (Zt ) ). Hence, if we change c such that all vertices in II get 
color (Y, then we obtain again a coloring c” of G’. Note that the color classes of 
the partial coloring, obtained by restricting c” to VI are exactly I,, 12, . . . , Zk + t . 
So C’ is contained in a coloring C of G’, that can be obtained from c” by 
renaming some colors. 
Case 4. Player 1 used n different colors to color the vertices in V,, i.e., every 
vertex in Vr received a different color. Consider the bipartite (n - 4)-regular 
graph G” = (V, U V2,E”) with E” = {(v~,w~) I (u,,w~) qi E’, w1 E VI, w2 E 
1/2}. Since every r-regular bipartite graph contains a perfect matching (see 
e.g. [ 1, p. 133]), G” has a perfect matching. Player 2 colors each vertex Q 
with the color r, such that there is a matching edge (wr, u2) in G”, and w1 
was colored with color r by player 1. This yields a total coloring of G’. 
We have shown that the graph G has a perfect coloring, if and only if player 
1 has a winning strategy in the corresponding instance of SEQUENTIAL COLOR- 
ING GAME. As the transformation can be carried out in polynomial time, the 
theorem now follows. 0 
With Observation 2.1 (i.e., by interchanging the roles of player 1 and player 
2 in the result of Theorem 3.1), we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. The SEQUENTIALCOLORING GAMELDZ~ the SEQUENTIALCOLOR- 
ING CONSTRUCTION GAME on split graphs are coNP-hard, even when first every 
vertex in the independent set and then every vertex in the clique appears in 
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the linear ordering, and player 2 owns every vertex in the independent set, and 
player I owns every vertex in the clique. 
We also have the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. The SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONS’TRUCTION GAME on split 
graphs is NP-hard, even when first every vertex in the independent set and 
then every vertex in the clique appears in the linear ordering. 
Proof. Again we transform from PERFECT COLORING OF 3-REGULAR GRAPHS. 
(One can also use the DOMATIC NUMBER problem (cf. [ 61) instead.) 
Let G be a 3-regular graph. Let an arbitrary linear ordering f of G be given. 
Construct a graph G’ = (V’, E’) as follows: let V’ = VI u V, u V, u VZ,, with 
and 
E’={(x’,.Y~)Ix~EV,, yj~I/4}~{(w3,~3)~1/~,~~~~~, wfw} 
U{(Y’,Yj) Iy’,yjE h, if j}U{(w3,y’) Iw3E V,, yiE v4) 
U{(~2,w3) 1~2 E V2, ~3 E V3, u = w v (v,w) E E}. 
(So, VI U V2 form the independent set, and V3 U V4 form the clique.) 
Player 1 owns every vertex in V,; player 2 owns every other vertex. Let 
f’: V’- {1,2,..., 3n + 4) be the linear ordering of G’, defined by 
f’(x’) = i (x’ E K ), 
f’(u2) = n + f(v) (7~2 E Vz), 
f’(v3) = 2n + f(v) (713 E V,), 
f’(y’) = 3n + i (Y’ E v,). 
We now claim that there is a winning strategy for player 1 for the SEQUEN- 
TIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, played on G’ with linear ordering f’, 
n + 4 colors, and ownership, as described above, if and only if G has a perfect 
coloring. 
Suppose G has a perfect coloring co1 : V + { 1,2,3,4}. When coloring V2, 
player 1 selects four colors that were not used by player 2 when coloring VI. 
(There are at least four such colors.) Let these colors be cl, ~2, ~3, c4. Now 
player 1 colors each vertex 2/z E V7 with color cccv), i.e. with color ci, if ‘u is 
colored with i in the perfect coloring of G. Now player 2 cannot use colors 
cl, ~2, ~3, c4 when coloring V3. So player 2 must color V3 with all n other colors, 
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and then he can and must color VZ with colors cl,. . . , Q. So player 1 wins the 
game. 
Next suppose that G has no perfect coloring. Player 2 starts by giving each 
vertex xi color i. After player 1 has colored I$, there must be at least one 
vertexw3EV3andacolor(YE{n+l,n+2,n+3,n+4}suchthat213isnot 
adjacent to a vertex in I5 with color a. (Otherwise, the coloring of I5 would 
imply a perfect coloring of G: give u E V color r - n, where r is the color of 
212.) So player 2 can color F’s, such that at least one vertex in F’s receives a 
color a E {n + 1, n + 2, n + 3, n + 4). But now V4 cannot entirely be colored, 
as V4 contains four vertices that are adjacent to vertices in all the colors in 
{1,2,..., n, (Y}. So player 2 wins the game. This proves the claim, and, because 
the transformation can be done in polynomial time, also the theorem. 0 
By noting that inserting isolated vertices in a perfect elimination ordering 
yields again a perfect elimination ordering, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME and SEQUENTIAL COLORING CON- 
STRUCTION GAME are NP-hard and coNP-hard, when restricted to split graphs, 
with the linear ordering a perfect elimination ordering, and players alternately 
coloring one vertex. 
4. Interval graphs 
In this section we give a polynomial time algorithm for the SEQUENTIAL 
COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME for interval graphs for a certain type of 
linear orderings. This type includes the perfect elimination orderings and the 
reversals of these as special cases. 
Definition 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be an interval graph, and let for each v E V 
two numbers be given b,, e, E R, such that 
a Vv E V: b, < e, 
l ‘dv,w E V: (w,w) E E H [bv,e,] n [bw,e,] # 8. 
Alinearorderingf: V-(1,2,..., n} of G is called an interval representation 
compatible linear ordering (or: irclo), if and only if there exists a function 
g : V + R, such that 
l VV E V: b, < g(v) < e, 
l vv,w E v: f(w) < f(w) @g(v) < g(w). 
g is called the stitch-function of irclo f. 
In other words, an irclo f is obtained by choosing a point in each interval 
with a stitch-function g, and then ordering the vertices in the order on the real 
line of the corresponding stitch-points. 
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Clearly, the perfect elimination ordering of G, obtained by ordering vertices 
with respect to the right endpoints of the corresponding intervals is an irclo. 
The “reversal” of this ordering is also an irclo, as is shown by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma4.2.Iff:V+{l,..., n} is an irclo, then the reversal off, f rev (i) = 
n + 1 - f(i) is also an irclo. 
Proof. Suppose f is an irclo with respect to interval representation [b,, e, ] G R 
for all 21 E V, and with stitch function g. Now f rey is an irclo with respect to 
interval representation [-e,, -b,] for all ‘u E V, and stitch function -g. 0 
In our algorithm, the following function plays a vital role. Let C denote the 
set of colors. 
Definition 4.3. last is a function, mapping partial colorings co1 : { 1,. . . , i} + C 
and colors c E C to real numbers: 
last(col,c) = max{e,, 1 1 < f(v) G i Acol(v) = c}. 
Definition 4.4. A partial coloring co/, : { 1,. . . , i} + C dominates a partial 
coloringcolz: {l,...,i} + C, if and only if there exists a bijection v/ : C -+ C, 
such that for all c E C : last(coll,c) 2 Zast(col2, v(c)). 
We may and will assume that the bijection II/ in the definition above 
is order-preserving, in the sense that for all pairs of colors cl, c2 E C: if 
last(coll,cl) > last(coll,c2), then last(col2, I+v(c,)) 2 last(col2, V(Q)). (Ifcoli 
dominates ~012, then one can use for v/ the bijection, obtained by first ordering 
C with respect to last (toll, c), then ordering C with respect to fast(col2, c), 
and mapping the ith color in the first ordering to the ith color in the second 
ordering, for all i, 1 < i =G [Cl.) 
We assume that G = (V,E), and bv, e,, g(v) (for all ‘u E V) are given. To 
ease presentation, we assume that V = { 1,2,3,. . . , n}, and f(i) = i for all 
i E V; f is an irclo. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose col, : { 1,. . . , i} -+ C dominates co12 : { 1,. . . , i} -+ C, with 
order preserving bijection v/, and c is a legitimate move for i + 1 from CO/I, 
then y(c) is a legitimate move for i + 1 from ~012. 
Proof. Suppose y (c) is not a legitimate move for i + 1 from ~01~. Then there 
existsaj < iwith (j,i+l) E Eandco/2(j) = ~/(c).Solast(co12,~/(~)) B ej, 
hence last(coil,c) 2 ej. Write ek = /ast(co/,,c). From (j, i+ 1) E E, it follows 
that ej > bi+l. Also, k d i, hence g(k) < g(i + 1). So ek > e, > bi+l, 
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and bk G g(k) G g(i + 1) < ei+i. Now [bk,ekl n [bi+i,ei+i] # 0, hence 
(i + 1, k) E E. But then c was not a legitimate move for i + 1 from coli, as 
co/i (k ) = c. Contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Color c is allowed for i + 1 from co1 : { 1,. . . , i} -+ C, if and only 
if last(col,c) < bi+l. 
PrOOf. If last(col,C) B bi+l, then there exists a j, 1 < j < i, with co/(j) = 
c and ej > bi+t. We now have: bj < g(j) < g(i + 1) < ei+l. Hence 
[bj,ejl n [h+l, ei+ 11 # 8, i.e., (j, i + 1) E E. Hence c is not allowed for i + 1. 
Conversely, suppose that c is not allowed for i + 1 from col. Then there 
must be a j, 1 < j < i, with col(j) = c, and (j, i + 1) E E. AS bj < 
g(j) < g(i + 1) < ei+l and [bj,ej] n [bi+l,ei+l] # 0, we must have that 
bi+l < ej d last(col,c). q 
Lemma 4.7. If a partial coloring toll : { 1,. . . , i} + C is winning for player 1, 
and toll dominates partial coloring co12 : { 1,. . . , i} -+ C, then co12 is winning 
for player I. 
Proof. We use the following notation in this proof: for a partial coloring 
~01: {l,...,i} -+ C, i < n, and color c E C, we denote with (co1 + c) the 
partial coloring {l,...,i,i + 1) --+ C, defined by (co1 + c) (j) = col(j) for 
l<j<i,and(col+c)(i+l)=c. 
To prove the lemma, we use downward induction to i, starting with i = n. 
Clearly, if i = n, then both co11 : { 1,. . . , i} + C and co12 : { 1,. . . , i} --+ C 
are total colorings, and hence winning positions for player 1. 
Suppose that for certain i < n, the lemma is true for all partial colorings 
{l,...,i + 1) + C. We consider the case that player 1 owns i + 1, and the 
case that player 2 owns i + 1. 
First suppose that player 1 owns i + 1, toll is a winning position for player 1 
and dominates ~012; ~011, co12 : { 1, . . . , i} + C. Suppose that coloring i + 1 with 
color c is a winning move for player 1 from toll , i.e., the partial coloring (co11 + 
c) is winning for player 1. Then by Lemma 4.5, w(c) is a legitimate move for 
i + 1 from ~012. It is also a winning move. To prove this, it is, by induction 
hypothesis, sufficient to prove that (co11 + c) dominates (co12 + v(c) ). This 
follows, because for all colors c’ # c, last ( (co11 + c), c’ ) = last (co11 , c’ ) 2 
last(col2,y/(c’)) = last((col2+v/(c)),y/(c’)) andlast((coll +c),c) = ej+l = 
last((col2 + w(c)),v/(c)). 
Next suppose that player 2 owns i + 1. We now show that if toll : { 1,. . . , i} -+ 
C dominates co12 : { 1,. . . , i} -+ C, and co12 is a winning position for player 2, 
then ~011 is also a winning position for player 2. We consider several cases. 
Case 1. Player 2 cannot move from co&. Then, by Lemma 4.5 he also cannot 
move from ~011. Hence toll is a winning position for player 2. 
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Case 2. Player 2 has a winning move from ~012, say this move consists of 
coloring i + 1 with c. 
Case 2.1. IJI-’ (c) is a legitimate move for i + 1 from colt. Note that 
(colt + v/-l (c) ) dominates (CO/Z + c). As (coIz + c) corresponds to a winning 
position for player 2, (co11 + v/-l (c) ) cannot correspond to a winning position 
for player 1, hence v/-l (c) is a winning move for player 2 from ~01~. 
Case 2.2. Player 2 has no legitimate move for i + 1 from ~011. Clearly then 
colt corresponds to a position that is winning for player 2. 
Case 2.3. I,-’ (c) is not a legitimate move for i + 1 from colt, but c’ is a 
legitimate move for i + 1 from colt. By Lemma 4.6 we have that last(colt, c’) < 
bi+l d lust(colt, v/-l (c) ). Now (co11 + c’) dominates (co11 + c): use bijection 
V’ : C -+ C, defined by v/‘(c”) = I,v(c”) for all c” E C, c” # c’, c” # v/-‘(c), 
and I’ = c, w’(v/-l(c)) = I. One can easily check the domina- 
tion requirements: for c” # c’, v/-l (c), last( (toll + c’),c”) = la~t(col~,c”) 3 
lUSt(COl*, W(C”)) = lUSt( (CO12 + C), v/(C”)); lQSt( (CO11 + C’)jC’) = ei+l = 
last((col~+c),c); lust((co1, +c),y-l(c)) = lust(col,, y-‘(c)) > lust(col~,c’) 
> lust(col~,y/(c’)) > last((co1~ + c),y’(y-l(c))). We have shown that 
(colt + c’) dominates (co/z + c), hence, by induction, c’ is a winning move 
for player 2 for i + 1 from colt. 
Case 3. Player 2 has a move from ~012, but he has no winning move from 
~012. As co12 is a winning position for player 2, this case cannot occur. 
This ends our cases analysis, and the inductive proof of our theorem. 0 
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 enable us to identify the “best possible moves” for 
players 1 and 2. 
Lemma 4.8. Let col: {l,..., i} + C be a partial coloring, i < II, and suppose 
there exists at least one color c E C with last(co1, c) < bi+ 1. 
(i) Suppose player I owns i + 1. Player I has a winning move for i + 1 
from col, if and only if coloring i + 1 with the color c fulfilling the following 
condition is a winning move for i + 1 from co1 for player 1: last(co1, c) < bi+l 
and there does not exist a color c’ with last (col, c) < last (col, c’ ) < bi+ 1. 
(ii) Suppose player 2 owns i + 1. Player 2 has a winning move for i + 1 from 
col, if and only if coloring i + 1 with the color c fulfilling the following condition 
is a winning move for i + 1 from co1 for player 2: last (~01, c) is minimal over 
all c E C. 
Proof. From the assumption 3c E C: last (col, c) < bi+ 1 it follows that at least 
one color is possible for i + 1 from col. 
(i) Suppose lust(co1, cl ) =G last(co1, c2 ) < bi+ 1. Then cl, c2 are allowed 
colors for i + 1 from col. The coloring (co1 + cl ) dominates the coloring 
(co/+ CZ): take I = c’ for c’ # cl, ~2; I,Y(c~) = Q, w(c2) = cl. One easily 
checks the domination conditions. So, if coloring i + 1 with cl is winning for 
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player 1, then coloring i + 1 with c2 is also winning for player 1. It follows that 
“the best possible move” for player 1 is the color, that is still allowed (i.e., 
has lust (cd, c) < bi+ 1 ), and has maximal last (col, c) among all colors that are 
allowed. 
(ii) Similar to (i). 0 
From Lemma 4.8 we obtain the following algorithm to solve SEQUENTIAL 
COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME on interval graphs with an irclo. Each move, 
the “best” move is selected according to Lemma 4.8. From this lemma it 
follows that the algorithm indeed outputs the correct player that has a winning 
strategy. 
for all c E C do last(c) := -00; 
game-end : = false; 
i:= 1; 
while i < n and not(game_end) 
do begin check whether there exists c E C with last(c) < bi. 
if such c does not exist 
then begin game-end : = true; 
go to exit 
end; 
if owner(i) = 1 
then begin find color c E C with lust(c) < bi and lust(c) 
is maximal among all colors c’ with hzst(c’) < bi; 
ht(C) := ei; 
end 
else begin find color c E C with lust(c) minimal; 
lust(c) := ei 
end 
end; 
exit: if game-end then output (“winning strategy for player 2”) 
else output (“winning strategy for player 1”) 
To speed up the algorithm, we do not use an array to store the numbers lust(c) 
for c E C, but use a balanced search tree (e.g., an AVL-tree, or a 2-3-tree.) It 
is easy to see that with such a data structure, the “find”-operations, and the 
updates of the values last(c) can be implemented to take O(log n) time per 
operation or update. As we have O(n) such operations and updates, the total 
time of the algorithm is 0( n log n). 
Theorem 4.9. SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, when restricted 
to interval graphs and the ordering an interval representation compatible linear 
ordering, is solvable in 0 (n log n ) time. 
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In several cases, an improvement on the running time of this algorithm 
is possible with help of van Emde Boas trees (see [ 10, p. 290-2961, [ 131). 
This data structure maintains a subset S of the set U = (0, 1,2,. . . , N - l} 
and allows us to perform (among others) each of the following operations in 
O(loglog N) time: Insert an element x E U in S, Delete an element x E S 
from S, Min: output the smallest element in S, and Predecessor: output the 
largest element in S, that is smaller than a given number x E U. 
One easily observes that if all bi, ei E (0, 1,. . . , N - I}, then the algorithm 
given above can be performed in O(n log log N) time: Keep track of the set 
S = {last(c) 1 c E C}. (Use the van Emde Boas tree for maintaining s-{-00}.) 
With each element x of S, keep track of the set of colors h (x ) = {c E C 1 
last(c) = x}. A check whether there exists a c E C with last(c) < bi+, can 
be done with one min-operation. The find and update operations in the case 
owner(i) = 1 can be implemented as follows. Call Predecessor(&). Let Y be 
the output of this call. Remove an arbitrary color c from h (r). If h (r) becomes 
empty, then call Delete(r). Insert ei in S, and add c to the set h (ei). The find 
and update operations in the case owner(i) = 2 can be implemented similarly, 
with help of the Min-operation. 
In case an ordered list containing all endpoints bi and ei ( 1 ,< i Q n) is 
given, then the technique above can be used by changing the values b, and 
ei into the number, denoting the position of the value in the given ordered 
list, e.g., the smallest of all values bi (and ei) is changed into 0, the one but 
smallest of all values bi and ei is changed into 1, etc. These new numbers 
are still consistent with the given irclo, and allow us to solve the problem in 
O(n loglogn) time. 
Finally, in case such an ordered list is not known, then it can be found in 
O(n + e) time in case the given irclo equals the ordering of the vertices with 
respect to the right (or left) endpoints of the corresponding intervals. Note 
that these irclos are respectively a perfect elimination ordering and the reversal 
of an perfect elimination ordering. (The irclo already defines an ordering of 
the e,‘s. Successively insert each b, in this ordering just before the earliest e, 
with (w, w ) E E or 21 = w. This gives the desired ordering.) 
Theorem 4.10. (i) SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, when ye- 
stricted to interval graphs with the ordering an interval representation compatible 
linear ordering, and with given endpoints of the intervals, corresponding to this 
irclo, such that all endpoints are in the set (0, 1, . . . , N - l}, is solvable in 
O(nloglogN) time. 
(ii) SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, when restricted to in- 
terval graphs with the ordering an interval representation compatible linear 
ordering, and given with a sorted list containing all endpoints of the intervals, 
corresponding to this irclo, is solvable in 0 (n log log n ) time. 
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(iii) SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME, when restricted to in- 
terval graphs and the ordering a perfect elimination ordering, or the reversal of 
a perfect elimination ordering, is solvable in 0 (n log log n + e ) time. 
5. Bipartite graphs 
In this section we show that SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME and SEQUENTIAL 
COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME are PSPACE-complete for bipartite graphs. 
Theorem 5.1. SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME, with three colors, is 
PSPACE-complete, when restricted to bipartite graphs. 
Proof. We use a transformation from SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME (without 
restrictions on the graphs) with three colors. 
Let a graph G = ( V, E) be given, n = 1 VI, and let a linear ordering 
f: {I,... , n} and a function owner : F’ + { 1,2} be given. 
Now a graph G’ = (V’, E’), and linear ordering f’ of G’, and ownership 
function ow’ : V’ + { 1,2} are made in the following way. For each edge 
e = (v, w ) E E, four extra vertices ~,,i, 21,,2, ‘u,,J, v,,4 are added to G. The 
edge e = (v, w ) does not appear in G’, but instead there are edges (v, ~1 ), 
(fJ,Q,2), (W,~e,l), (w,?Je,2), (7Je,l,~e,4), ( ve,2, ve,4 ), and (ue,3, ve,4 1. Suppose 
f(v) <f (20). Then QJ,..., v,,4 are placed in the linear ordering f’ after w 
but before the next vertex in V, and f’ (21,~ ) < f’ (21e,2) < f’ (‘u,,g ) < f’ (v,,4 ). 
The player that owns w also owns v,,4. The other player owns ue,i, v,,~, 21,,3. 
(There are several functions f’ that can be made in this way. The precise form 
of f’ does not matter, as long as it fulfills the properties described above.) 
See Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration of the construction. Note that G’ is 
bipartite. 
Now note the following: if a player i colors a vertex w for which there exists 
avertexwEVwith(v,w)EEandf(v)<f(w),thenhemustgivewa 
color different from the color given to 2) in the game, played on G’ with f ‘, 
ow’, or else player 3 - i can win the game before the game reaches the coloring 
of another vertex in I’: if player i colors u and w with the same color, then 
- “> 
V W V W. ” e.1 
” 
4 “e.3 
” 
e.4 
i 
i 3-i 3-i 3-i i 
Fig. 1. Construction in proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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player 3 - i gives vertices z1(,,,),1, u(,,,),z, different colors. He can do this, 
because these vertices have only incoming edges from VJ and w. He colors then 
~(~,~),3 different from ~(,,,),i and ~(,,,),2. Player i then loses as he cannot 
color q,,,),4. Note that if player i colors w different from U, then player 3 - i 
must give v(,,,),~ and v(,,,),J the same color, hence player 1 has at least one 
possible color to give to 21(,,,),4. 
It follows that there is a winning strategy for player 1 for the Sequential 
Coloring Game played on G with f and owner, if and only if there is a winning 
strategy for player 1 for the Sequential Coloring Game played on G’ with f’ 
and ow’. 
The theorem now follows by noting that the problem is in PSPACE, and 
that the transformation can be carried out with logarithmic work space. 0 
Theorem 5.2. SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME, with three colors, is PSPACE- 
complete, when restricted to bipartite graphs, where vertices owned by the same 
player form an independent set. 
Proof. Modify the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.1 as follows: for 
(w,w) E E, f(v) < f(w), if ‘u and w are owned by the same player, then 
add v (v,w),l,. . . > 21(,,,,),4 as in the proof of Theorem 5.1; if %r and w are owned 
by different players, then just keep the edge between 21 and w, without a 
local replacement. The graph, made by this construction is easily seen to be 
bipartite. c] 
Next we consider SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME on bipartite 
graphs. 
Lemma 5.3. SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME with three colors is 
PSPACE-complete, ven if there are no edges between vertices owned by player 2. 
Proof. We use a transformation from the standard SEQUENTIAL COLORING 
CONSTRUCTION GAME problem with three colors. 
Given an instance of the latter problem, replace every vertex u E V that is 
owned by player 2 by four vertices ul, 7~2, v3, v4, with edges (vi,~), (~i,vs), 
(w2,v3), (v2,u4), and (u3,u4). All edges to ZI from lower numbered vertices 
now go to vl; all edges from u to higher numbered vertices now go from ~4. 
Player 2 owns vl; player 1 owns u2, 213, and u4. The linear ordering is modified, 
by replacing ZJ by the sequence ‘~1, 212, 213, u4. (See Fig. 2.) 
Now note that player 1 must color u4 with the same color as ~1. It follows 
that the same player has a winning strategy in the modified graph. 0 
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Fig. 2. Construction i  proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Theorem 5.4. SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME with three colors 
is PSPACE-complete, when restricted to bipartite graphs, where vertices owned 
by the same player form an independent set. 
Proof. Transform from the problem, proved to be PSPACE-complete in Lemma 
5.3, and replace every edge between two vertices that are owned by player 1 
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 0 
6. Open problems 
Although we obtained several results on the complexity of the SEQUENTIAL 
COLORING GAME and the SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUCTION GAME for 
special classes of graphs, there are still a large number of interesting cases 
open. Below we mention some of the questions that we think are interesting, 
and are still unresolved. 
For split graphs, we were only able to obtain NP-hardness and coNP- 
hardness. Are the problems, e.g., for arbitrary orderings of G, PSPACE- 
complete on split graphs? 
What is the complexity of SEQUENTIAL COLORING GAME on interval graphs? 
What happens to the complexity of the SEQUENTIAL COLORING CONSTRUC- 
TION GAME on interval graphs, when we allow arbitrary orderings instead of 
irclos? 
What are the complexities of the problems, when restricted to trees? 
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